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The Government has reviewed the Defense witness and evidence requests dated 3 July 
2012 (Defense Request). Without the benefit of the Defense's Article 13 Motion, the 
Government does not know the issues the Defense will raise with respect to Article 13, except 
for what is apparent in its proffered expected testimony. The Defense Witness Request focuses 

on the accused's confinement at the Quantico Pretrial Confinement Facility (Quantico Brig). 
The Defense's proffered testimony for all witnesses does not raise any allegation of improper 
treatment at the Fort Leavenworth Joint Regional Correctional Facility (JRCF). 

Pursuant to Rule for Courts-Martial (RCM) 703(b)(1), the Government makes the 
following determinations regarding these Defense requested Article 13 witnesses: 

1. The Government will produce CAPT William J. Hocter. CAPT Hocter, a psychiatrist, treated 
the accused and made recommendations regarding the accused and his mental health at Quantico 
Brig. 

2. The Government will produce COL Ricky Malone. COL Malone, a psychiatrist, consulted 
with CAPT Hocter and also treated the accused and made recommendations regarding the 

accused and his mental health at Quantico Brig. 

3. The Government will produce CAPT Kevin D. Moore. CAPT Moore served previously as a 
Defense expert consultant in psychiatry. CAPT Moore did not treat the accused. 

4. The Government will produce Col. Robert G. Oltman, U.S.M.C. Col. Oltman was the 
Quantico Security Battalion commander and the supervising commander of the Quantico Brig. 

5. The Government will produce LCDR David Moulton. LCDR Moulton served previously as a 

Defense expert consultant in psychiatry. LCDR Moulton did not treat the accused. 

6. The Government denies production of LTC Dawn Hilton. The Defense's proffered testimony 
of LTC Hilton is not relevant and necessary under RCM 703(b )(1 ). According to LTC Hilton 
and the Defense Request, LTC Hilton had neither responsibility for nor interaction with the 

accused at Quantico Brig. LTC Hilton was the commander for a U.S. Army confinement 
facility. Quantico Brig was a Marine facility under the command and control of the U.S. Marine 
Corps. During a telephonic interview with the Government in response to the Defense Request, 
LTC Hilton stated that she would not question another commander's decisions at a different 
confinement facility, and that she was the JRCF commander when the accused assaulted another 
pretrial confinee on 10 December 2011. The Defense Request does not allege that the accused's 



confinement at the JRCF violated Article 13. Therefore, any proffered testimony by LTC Hilton 
would be unrelated and irrelevant to the accused's pretrial confinement at Quantico Brig. 

7. The Government denies production of Mr. Juan E. Mendez. The Defense's proffered 
testimony of Mr. Mendez is not relevant and necessary under RCM 703(b)(1). During a 
telephonic interview with the Government in response to the Defense Request, Mr. Mendez 
stated that he never met with the accused, spoke with the accused, nor visited Quantico Brig. 
Mr. Mendez informed the Government that his only knowledge about the accused and the 
accused's confinement conditions was through information he received from conversations with 

Mr. Coombs or he received by public mailings. Additionally, contrary to what the defense 

proffered, Mr. Mendez offered to meet with the accused at Quantico Brig even though he would 
be monitored; however, the accused declined to meet with him. Focused on the accused and his 
confinement conditions, Mr. Mendez ultimately would testify regarding the accused's refusal to 
meet with him or about information Mr. Mendez learned through Defense Counsel and public 
notifications. Neither line of testimony is relevant. 

Pursuant to Rule for Courts-Martial (RCM) 703(f), the Government makes the following 
determinations regarding the Defense requested Article 13 evidence: 

1. The Government denies production of the Quantico Brig issued suicide prevention smock. 
Under RCM 703(f)(3), the Defense failed to demonstrate the relevance of the suicide prevention 
smock. However, assuming the Defense intends to articulate relevance in the future by 

explaining a need for the Court to see an actual smock in-court, testimony and photographs of 
the smock will be sufficient for the Court to understand its purpose, limitations, or possible 
effect. The Government is working to obtain a picture of the smock. 

2. The Government denies production of the Quantico Brig issued suicide prevention blanket. 
Under RCM 703(f)(3), the Defense failed to demonstrate the relevance of the suicide prevention 
blanket. However, assuming the Defense intends to articulate relevance in the future by 
explaining a need for the Court to see an actual blanket in-court, testimony and photographs of 
the blanket will be sufficient for the Court to understand its purpose, limitations, or possible 
effect. The Government produced a picture of the blanket to the Defense. See Bates# 447860. 

3. The Government denies production of the Quantico Brig issued suicide prevention mattress. 
Under RCM 703(f)(3), the Defense failed to demonstrate the relevance of the suicide prevention 
bed. However, assuming the Defense intends to articulate relevance in the future by explaining a 
need for the Court to see an actual mattress in-court, testimony and photographs of the mattress 
will be sufficient for the Court to understand its purpose, limitations, or possible effect. The 
Government produced a picture of the mattress to the Defense. See Bates# 44 7860. 
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